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"Country Blues With Attitude," delivered by the forceful, full, rich sound of an artist that "FEELS" the

emotion of every word. Missouri Jennings is definitely not the "Barbie Doll Replica" of the current

Nashville scene. 10 MP3 Songs COUNTRY: Modern Country, BLUES: Rockin' Blues Details: In June of

2003, the brazen and bold Ms. Jennings had her signature album produced in Nashville by

actor/songwriter Bob Dellaposta. This carefully selected collection of songs emplifies Missouri's unique

style and beliefs that today's women are stronger and men are more sensitive and romantic than ever

before. Raised in the south, Missouri's love for blues and country coupled with her Native American

Heritage is apparent in the sensual, driven, and attitude filled delivery of each song. From the rhythmic

drums and bass to the bluesy lead guitar and keyboard, the music arrangements power the emotion

delivered by the full, rich force of Missouri's lyrics. Since its release in July of last year, this album has

produced consistant radio airplay in Europe and in Australia and is now gaining airplay in the USA. After

only one week of airplay in Europe, Missouri made the the "Most Played Major  Indie Artists Chart" for

July and three consecutive months after. Missouri's cd has once again made cd of the week in Belgium.

Radio DJ's comments include: "This CD is magnificent," states Cor LaPonder from RadioFrequent in

Holland. "Missouri Jennings has it all, great songs, the voice, and to top it off, the looks...a winning

combo," Big Al Watts, Australia DJ. Eddie Russell from Radio Show Country Eastern West in Columbus,

Texas states "...a distinct and powerful voice that Nashville should take notice of." If you are looking for a

whimpish Boo-Hoo, cry in your beer sort of album..... This is NOT for you!!!
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